NLFR is committed to providing quality emergency services through the efforts of dedicated personnel.

Message from Rob Dahlman, Interim Fire Chief
Editor’s Note: Division Chief Rob Dahlman was appointed
by the Board of Directors as the Interim Fire Chief effective
March 1, 2019 for a period not to exceed one year, pending
the Board’s search for a new fire chief or an agreement with
Depoe Bay Fire.

believe. In return, I know they expect a hardworking, well trained, professional organization. You
deliver on that expectation every day. I know it
and have seen it, on the average of 8 times a day.
Our community sees our stations, our equipment
and people. They take pride in pointing out to
others and saying, “that’s our Fire Department”.

I was thinking how to start this article as your new
Fire Chief. I looked back over some of Chief Kerr’s articles
for inspiration and realized that we are in exciting times
What about me? I grew up in Portland and here’s my Public
here at NLFR. Lots of things happening and change is coming
Safety work history. I moved to Pacific City and joined
fast.
Nestucca Fire District. My first night they voted me in, gave
Each of us has a place in the organization and that change
me some turnouts, the door code and said “the key is in the
will affect you, like it or not. So what do we do? That’s your ignition on the fire truck. If your pager goes off come down
choice.
here, if nobody shows, just drive the truck to the scene.”
They paid for my EMT class and I joined the volunteer
I have been given an opportunity to lead our Fire
ambulance.
District. This was not an easy choice, but one I accept. From
the outside it may look easy, but I can tell you, working with In 1989 I met this girl who worked at the hospital in Lincoln
Chief Kerr for the last year and a half, there is way more to City. She begged me to move in with her, so I did, and we’ve
this job than meets the eye. Being the Fire Chief is not a
been happy ever since.
popularity contest.
In January of 1990, this guy I knew from the ambulance in
We have all made the choice to accept the tremendous re- Pacific City, Doug Strange, came up to me at church and
sponsibility and trust the community has in us. They depend invited me to join Taft-Nelscott-DeLake Fire District.
on NLFR to be ready to help them. Our agency collects over I’m still here after 29 years. I have spent over 27 years as a
3.8 million dollars in tax money every year. That’s hard to
Continued on Page 4

Station 1400 will soon be empty! Fencing will
surround the station beginning on March
11th.
Our paid crew will be housed temporarily at
Station 1500.
All admin staff (Dave Clark, Dave McKee, Rob Dahlman, and
KrieAnn Kudar) will be calling Station 1600 their home until the
remodel/Seismic Upgrade is completed.

Budget Committee Meeting
Wednesday—April 10th—4:00 p.m.
Station 1600
The public and all NLFR members
are invited to attend.

AWARDS BANQUET
MARCH 9th

At the Beach Club
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Training Division—DC Jamie Mason

Depoe Bay Fire District
> Joshua Peck
Newport Fire Department
> Makayla Thompson
Toledo Fire Department
> Conner Brooks
> Jonathon Garrison
> Peter Pimentel
> Jackson Stout

Graduation Ceremony
St. Clair Station—Feb. 28th

North Lincoln Fire & Rescue
> Daisy Brenner
> Dallas Farley
> Matthew Fatuch
> Joshua Guerra
> Caden McCall
> Victor Mendoza
> Brianna Schlecht
Central Coast Fire District
> Bruce Kaiser

Classes Taught During the 5-Month Academy
 Orientation / Safety

 Ladders

 Salvage and Overhaul

 PPE / SCBA

 Search and Rescue

 Traffic Incident Management

 Fire Behavior

 Ventilation

 Haz-Mat Operations

 Communications

 Fire Streams

 Live Fire Training

 CPR / AED / First Aid

 Forcible Entry

 Flagging

 Building Construction /

 Ropes & Knots

 MayDay

 EMS Introduction

 Vehicle Extrication

 Fire Control / Fire Extin-

 SCBA Confidence Course

Sprinklers
 Hose
 Water Supply

guishers

March Birthdays
Connor Anderson
Firefighter—Station 1300
March 2

 Exams / Skills Evaluations

CONGRATULATIONS!
Years of Service—March

Bob Duby
Firefighter—Station 1600
23 Years

Jim Kusz
Safety Officer/PIO/PEO
March 2

Diane Kusz
Support Services
March 23
2

Bob Wentz
Support Services
5 Years

Understanding Stress: Hyper Vigilance
Article written by Dr. Rich Gasaway.
“This article is reprinted with permission from the
Situational Awareness Matters! website. To learn more, visit:
www.SAMatters.com”

What in tarnation is hyper vigilance?
Is it a good thing or a bad thing?
Should you have or should you avoid it?
What in tarnation is tarnation?
So many questions, so little time.
Let’s jump in.

Hyper Vigilance
Hyper vigilance is a biological response to stress that
causes your senses to go on high alert for danger. Like
NORAD in a DEFCON 2 alert status in the movie War
Games, your body goes on super alert status because it
senses there is danger in the area. The hormones trigger
biological changes that increase the acuity of your senses.
Stated another way, hyper vigilance can help your eyes
see things that they might not have otherwise seen if you
were not under stress. Likewise, hyper vigilance can help
your ears hear things that they might not have otherwise heard if you were not under stress. And, for the sake
of avoiding the annoyance of being repetitive, suffice it to say that all your senses are equally hyper aroused
and on high alert. The stress of an emergency scene leads your brain to think there is danger in the area which
makes your thinking (and in some cases your actions) primal.

Primal Goal #1: Survive!
The goal of the body and brain in a stress-induced, hyper aroused state is simple. Survive.
What is out there that can kill you? Can you kill it? Can you outrun it? Those are the
questions your brain is grappling with and your alert senses will help it make that
determination. The human body is well-suited (based on genetic adaptation) to deal
with these short-term stressors.
It was that kind of stress your cave-dwelling ancestors
dealt with every day. Eat or be eaten. It was a pretty
simple existence out there on the Serengeti. There were no worries about
401k plans, bad economies, payments or kids not doing well in school. The
stresses of your daily lives are very different and in many ways far more
chronic and cumulative. On the upside, you don’t have to worry about a
T-rex eating your kids when they leave the house.
So we’ve established it. Hyper vigilance is a good thing! Well, don’t pop the
Champagne corks yet. We’re not done.
Continued on page 5
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Message from the Chief (continued from page 1)

volunteer firefighter in Lincoln City. The last year and a half as
a full-time paid employee. I received my Paramedic License in
1991 and have worked for Metro West Ambulance in the Beaverton/Hillsboro area, Lincoln City Ambulance (PWA),
Salem Fire Department, Lincoln County Ambulance (where I
met Dave Clark about 25 years ago), the Lincoln City Police
Department as Dispatcher, and spent almost 20 years with
the McMinnville Fire Department as a Lieutenant/Paramedic.
As I start this new adventure, as your interim Fire Chief,
you should know my simple easy expectation. WE are here
to serve the community and for no other reason. I listened

to the new recruits stand up and say why they are here, and
they each said that. I expect that each of you are here for that
same reason, whether you get a stipend, paycheck or neither.
My door is always open to talk about us, our agency and why
we are here.
As I end my first “Message from the Fire Chief” I want to
personally thank the many people who have congratulated
and supported me as the Fire Chief. I have been surprised at
the number. I especially want to thank Chief Kerr. He has
done an outstanding job for the last 22 years.
Rob Dahlman

There are many “trade journals” that go above and beyond the direct training and resources provided by
NLFR. My favorite is “Fire Engineering”.
Training was the sole mission and focus of Fire Engineering for more than 100 years. In 2010, they expanded their ‘product’ with “Fire Life”, a web page geared toward the firefighter family, with articles and videos
on extracurricular topics like relationships, hunting and fishing, fitness, and cooking. It was a stand-alone
website for many years and is now part of FireEngineering.com.
Ed Ulrich
Fire Marshal

On Fire Life, Anne Gagliano found a home for the relationship advice she had been sharing formally in
lectures with her husband, Mike, around the country and informally with her fire service family and friends.
Anne and Mike Gagliano have now written a book, “Challenges of the Firefighter Marriage,” published by Fire Life/Pennwell
and Fire Engineering Books and Videos. I have just started reading the book (I’ve been reading her/their articles for years), and
I am finding it to be golden. They clearly know what it’s like to be in the fire service.
The first three chapters address what is different about a fire service career than any other life pursuit:

 Exposure to Danger

 Exposure to Trauma

 The 24 hour Shift

Exposure to danger and to trauma are clearly universal to both volunteers and paid firefighters. The “24 hour shift” may
be the domain of the paid firefighters, but the dedicated volunteer doesn’t have that luxury. The dedicated volunteer makes
themselves available to the emergency response at any available moment 24/7.
But exposure is big. It takes a toll. The most traumatic call I answered in my career was when I answered a call for my wife.
I held it together as an EMS provider while we were in the field, but thankfully, my peers recognized my stress and quickly
relieved me from my duties when we got her to the local hospital. NLFR serves a much smaller community and our responders
very often know, or know relatives of, the patients we provide services to. This can be difficult to bear. It was for me.
The Gaglianos book talks more about trauma: “Are firefighters traumatized? This is an important question, as exposure to
trauma is the most impactful experience known to the human psyche. Obviously, if someone is traumatized, it can dramatically
impact their marriage. For this reason, spouse [partner], it’s important for you to know if and when your firefighter experiences the following:
> A shooting or stabbing
> Someone getting hurt or killed
> A dead child or infant
> Inability to rescue someone
> A debilitating or life-threatening injury

> A horrific accident
> Loss of a coworker

If your firefighter has endured any of the above, they have likely been traumatized (firefighters report that the death of a child
or a coworker as being the most traumatic of all). Trauma is the Greek word for ‘wound,’ in this context a wounded heart. Anyone with a heart is susceptible to being hurt, and let’s face it—firefighters are all heart.
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Continued on page 7

Understanding Stress – Hyper Vigilance (continued from page 3)

The downside of hyper vigilance
Your brain is a wonderment of science, that is for certain. It can do things that no computer can duplicate. But it
does have some limitations. One of those limitations is how much information it can take in, process, comprehend
and recall at any one time. That question of just how much information that has intrigued the research community
and in 1956 a cognitive psychologist at Princeton University named George Miller provided the shocking answer.
Seven. The average person can hold about seven pieces of information in
working (short term) memory, give or take two (for those slightly above
and slightly below average performers). Miller’s studies have been robustly
confirmed in numerous studies since. Coincidentally, it was the results of
Miller’s research that led to the original seven-digit telephone numbering
system.
This is where hyper vigilance can turn ugly in a hurry. Because your senses are
hyper aroused, they are taking in more information about your surroundings.
If your surroundings are simple and basic (like fighting a saber-toothed tiger in
the jungle of the East Savannah (as your cave-dwelling ancestors did), then you
didn’t have to worry about your brain getting overwhelmed with information.
But, put that brain on an emergency scene with dozens, maybe even hundreds
of pieces of data coming at you and you are on the fast-track for overload. Some
the data is in writing, some audible, most is visual and nearly all of it is changing
rapidly. It is easy to get overwhelmed in a hurry.

Dr. Gasaway’s Advice
The solution to this problem was uncovered during the research conducted by cognitive psychologist Gary Klein,
also known for his discovery of the Recognition-Primed Decision Making Process. Klein’s research involved trying to
understand the decision making processes used by fireground commanders. One of the questions to be answered
was: How do you make sense of it all? How do you process and comprehend so many clues and cues?
The answer was a stunner and entirely unexpected. The expert-level fireground commanders said they don’t try to
process and comprehend all the information. In fact, there is just a small number of critical pieces of information
essential for making a good decision. Commanders noted if they tried to comprehend it all, it would be impossible.
So what should be on the short list for critical information to capture and process? Obviously the answer would
vary for each type of emergency you deal with. For residential dwelling fires I wrote about this previously so instead
of rehashing it, go to: http://samatters.wpengine.com/four-size-up-priorities-to-improve-situational-awareness/
The take-away lesson is: Stress causes hyper vigilance which increases your acuity. In a complex, fast-paced
environment, that can accelerate cognitive overload. Less information, so long as it’s the right information, is your
best ally. There are a couple more caveats about the information. The more complex the information, the more
likely you are to be overwhelmed. The more detailed the information is, the more likely you are to be confused.
And the more unfamiliar the information is, the more time you will need because you have to learn what the
information means.
Just a bit more
Continues on page 6
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Understanding Stress – Hyper Vigilance (continued from page 5)

Action Items: (1) Pick a type of emergency (other than the residential structure fire that I have spoken
about) and detail the 7 (or less) critical pieces of information you think are essential to making a good decision.

(2) What tricks and secrets do you have for managing information in complex environments?
(Here’s a hint… I’ve written about some of them).

(3) Describe a situation where you realized, maybe even after the fact, that your senses were hyper vigilant
and you heard or saw things that you might not have otherwise seen or heard.

Early in January, DC Mason and Capt. Clark were sent to West
Virginia to purchase a Heavy Rescue Apparatus from Virginia
Beach Volunteer Rescue Squad.
After purchasing the apparatus, the apparatus was moved
to Brindlee Mountain Fire Apparatus in Union Grove,
Alabama. Since its arrival, a list of projects has been
developed beginning with changing the apparatus color,
previously green and white, to match our red and white
scheme.
As you can see via the pictures, the apparatus is painted and
in the process of moving from the paint booth to the shop
where the next phase of the project will begin.
According to the Shop Manager, Joey Craig, they are on track
to finish the project by the end of March. The only item Joey
is concerned with causing a delay is a stair case, purchased
from Pierce, that will be mounted on the apparatus to allow
access to the top of the vehicle where coffin box compartments are located. The staircase has been ordered, but it has
to be fabricated to spec by Pierce. Once the staircase arrives,
Joey’s shop only has to install it.
Brindlee Mountain has been a great organization to work
with on this project. The communication between us has
been superb. As the apparatus continues to progress ,
we will receive more pictures to share.
DC. Jamie Mason
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Message from Ed Ulrich (continued from page 4)

When exposed to critical incidents, it is both typical and
normal to have physical and emotional reactions. A firefighter spouse [or partner] should be on the lookout for
certain behaviors at home.”

NLFR provides every member and their family an Employee
Assistance Program (EAP) to get help when needed. I’ve
used this program over my career (several times) and it
helps! Please don’t let pride stand between you and help.

We all react differently to stresses of trauma. What bothers Your EAP can be reached at 866-750-1327.
one firefighter, may not bother others. But the effects of
those stresses can be cumulative and cause problems in our
Ed Ulrich
lives.
Be safe, be well.

All NLFR Employees and
Volunteers Who Receive a Stipend Check
February marks the second month that the District’s payroll has been
prepared using GUSTO. There are many advantages that you may or
may not be aware of.
You have electronic access to your payroll records and when you create your account, you will be able to:






View your paystubs
View your payroll and year-end forms
Change your home address (however, it is still requested that you inform Human Resources)
Change banks for your direct deposit
Change our Federal or Oregon withholding allowances

If you have any problems accessing your payroll information, please contract Human Resources.

2019
NLFR Firefighter
Academy Graduates
Front Row

Brianna Schlecht,
Daisy Brenner,
Victor Mendoza
Back Row

Joshua Guerra
Dallas Farley
Caden McCall
Matthew Fatuch
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From the Desk of
Capt. Jim Kusz
PIO / PEO
Safety Officer

Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives
The 16 Initiatives

1. Cultural Change (Jan newsletter)
2. Accountability (Feb newsletter)
3. Risk Management
4. Empowerment
5. Training & Certification
6. Medical & Physical Fitness
7. Research Agenda
8.Technology
9. Fatality, Near-Miss Investigation
10. Grant Support
11. Response Policies
12. Violent Incident Response
13. Psychological Support
14. Public Education
15. Code Enforcement & Sprinklers
16. Apparatus Design & Safety

#3—Risk Management

(Submitted from EVERYONE GOES HOME)

wires and other hazards”, to your Size Up, “is this structure safe for entry”, to your situational awareness, “is this
building going to collapse”, to the next step you’ll take.
All the way through overhaul, with cancer risks, and
decon, to the drive back to the station.
There is no
question that
firefighters are
expected to
work in environments that
are inherently
dangerous,
however most
risks and most
of the specific
dangers are well known.” The 3rd Initiative asks us to
function safely in high-risk environments by implementing risk management controls wherever they can help reduce injuries and line-of-duty deaths.

Too many lives are lost in situations where the risks were
not justified. The fire service understands risks, yet the
same accidents, injuries and fatalities keep happening.
Perhaps a good place to start this conversation is with a
Incidents must be managed with a constant awareness and
modified version of the well-known risk management
plan first published in NFPA 1500 in 1987, which states: balance between risks and desired outcomes. High risk is
only acceptable when there is a real possibility of saving a
“We will risk a lot to save a lot (savable lives), we will
risk a little to save a little (savable property), and we will life. Fire command must carefully measure and control
risks to save valuable property that can be saved. It is not
risk nothing for what is already lost (lost lives and lost
an acceptable risk to attempt to save lives or properties
property).”
that are already lost. The fire service should remember
We all know “Risk / Benefit” but do we always apply this that if something bad happens it miscalculated, and that
we should never use “that’s the way it’s always been
thinking.
done” to ever except a line-of-duty injury or death.
We need to focus greater attention on the integration of
risk management with incident management at all levels,
policies, training, and including strategic, tactical and preplanning.
Risk Management starts before the call comes in, with
your mindset and your overall health, it continues as you
buckle up, decide on what type of response is appropriate,
“does this call even need a Code 3 response”, to your arrival, “is my positioning of the apparatus clear of overhead

For more information about the 16 Firefighter Life Safety
Initiatives, visit the Everyone Goes Home site:
everyonegoeshome.com/16-initiatives
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Rose Lodge Station 1200 Officially Re-opened on February 22nd
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Submitted by KrieAnn Kudar
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Submitted by KrieAnn Kudar
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BIGFOOT DOES EXIST! It all a matter perspective!
Over three decades ago, my brother Rich was driving with his
young son Jeff (my nephew, now 41) down a rural Illinois
backroad when Jeff mentioned something about Bigfoot and
they started conversing back and forth about the subject.
Soon my brother found himself
saying, something along the
lines “Jeff, you know Bigfoot
isn’t real, it’s a myth…” and Jeff,
his young eyes full of disbelief,
saying back, very righteously
“Bigfoot is real, I was watching
it on TV”.

(Submitted by Jim Kusz)

Especially when there's something personal at stake, we've
got a built-in bias. But it doesn't have to be so one-sided.
Some people think the way to come out on top is to focus
relentlessly on your own agenda, desires and needs. Even if
you feel you’re a subject expert, take time to listen, and don’t
jump to conclusions, based on your bias of that person or
group of people, we cannot influence others, work safely on
the fireground, or connect with others in a meaningful way.

A long time ago, I had a job producing corporate videos.
Once I produced a video call “One on One, Giving Effective
Feedback”. The main character was played by a young
The two argued about the
Chicago actor named Eddie Jemison (if you Goggle him,
existence of Bigfoot for a few
you’ll recognize him from films “Ocean’s Eleven” and “Bruce
more minutes, neither moving
Almighty”). In my video he was challenged to confront an
off their position of the real and unsafe co-worker, who was kind of a bully. The video went
not real position. Until my brother said; “Jeff do you think a
on to show the most effective way to improve a person’s
huge hairy, ape like creatures could roam the woods and
perception is with real-time feedback, ask questions, listen
nobody has ever capture one or hunted one down?” Jeff just and attempt to see their point of view.
stared at his Dad confused with his statement, like he was
Through real-time feedback, we can improve our ability to
nuts!
understand and appropriately respond. Improving perception
It was then that my brother realized that they were both
skills leads to better interactions, and a healthier work
100% correct. While my brother was thinking of Sasquatch,
environment. It all comes down to listening and asking for
my young nephew was talking about an extremely lifted Ford clarification.
pick-up monster truck!
If you can develop the ability to really see through another
What makes this even funnier to me, is that my brother has
person's eyes, and not your own bias, you'll be creating a
always been a car guy. He currently possesses over 40 muscle powerful skill and heck, you can “Believe in Bigfoot”.
cars he keeps at his “Car Farm” in enclosed pole barns and
heated garages, and he works for Volo Classic Car Museum
and Sales (Google it) northwest of Chicago in rural McHenry
county. Rich has always been an expert on the subject of cars
and trucks.
How often do we not listen to or inquire further, and perhaps
even try to understand someone else’s perspective? We tend
to look at the world from our own subjective perspective, our
“point of view”.
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